Record: Erin 803, Choreo: Ray & Anne Brown

**INTRO - OP FCG**
Wait 2 Meas;; Apt Pt; PU & Tch;

**PART A - CP LOD**
Walk 2; Prog Box;; L Pivot 4 to Bjo, Check it;; Fishtail;
Walk & Maneuver; Pivot 2 (Keep her in Front); Diamond Turn;;
(Bjo) Fwd Run 2; Turn to Semi Run 2;
(Fox) Solo Turn 6 W/Transition to Shoulder Hold;;

**PART B**
(L Foot) Sd 2-Step & Swing/Snap 4 Times;;
Shadow Basketball Turn;; Lace Across 2-Step; Run 2 & Tch;
(R Foot) Sd 2-Step & Swing/Snap 4 Times;;
Shadow Basketball Turn;; Lace Bk 2-Step; PU (M Transitions);;

**PART C - CP LOD**
4 L Turns to Scar;; Twinkle to Bjo; Maneuver;
Overspin; Bk 1/2 Box; Whisk; Wing to Scar;
Telemark to SCP; Maneuver; Impetus to SCP;
Weave 6 to Bjo;; Fwd Run 2 to PU;

**ENDING - CP LOD**
2 L Turns;; 3 Sd Closes, Sd Corte;;

**SEQUENCE** INTRO A B C A B C ENDING
Moscow Nights

9-12

SIDE 2 STEP/SWING/SNAP, SIDE 2 STEP/SWING/SNAP, SIDE 2 STEP/SWING/SNAP, SIDE 2 STEP/SWING/SNAP.

9  Side Wolf R, C1 L to R, Sd R, Swing L Ft across R with a slight rise on R & snap MS & WS fingers.

10  Side COH L, C1 R to L, Sd L, Swing R Ft across L with a slight rise on L & snap MS & WS fingers.

11  Repeat Moves 9 Part B

12  Repeat Moves 10 Part B

PART C

13-16

SHADOW BASKETBALL TURN; LACE ACROSS; PICKUP TO CP/LINS & M TRANSITION;

13-16 (SOLO SHADOW BASKETBALL TURN) (Self identical footwork - drop ML & WR arm)

Longe Foul L RD, Rec L Ft to LF Foul R to LF R (Lace R Foul & Rec L Ft)

15  Lace across under MS & WS hands, R,L,R,R, (End of CP/LORD)


PART B

1-4

4 LF TURNS TO SCAR; PROD TWINKLE TO RJQ; TWINKLE MANEUVER, OYSEEPM, 1/2 BOX BACK;

1-2  (LF Twinkle) M Foul L DC Foul LF 1/2, MS COM & MS small step, C1 L to R, Sd R DC Foul LF 1/2, Sd L COM small step, C1 R to L.

3-4  Repeat Moves 1-2 Pk/2 ending in SCAR (Lace R Foul)

5  (Prod Twinkle) M XLRB (WINK) (WINKLR) (WINKL), Sd L, C1 L to R to MS Foul L RD (End of CP/LORD)

6  (Twinkle Maneuver) M,XLRB (WINKL) (LORD) Foul LF 1/2, Sd L, C1 R to L, (End CP/LORD)

7  (Onward) M L Foul LF 1/2, Foul L RD continue prod & rise feet, Sd L & MS COM, W foul Foul LF 1/2, MS & R L on continue prod LF, Brush L to MS COM, Sd L, C1 R to L.

9-12

WHISK; WING TO SCAR, TELEMARK TO SCP, MANEUVER;

9  (Whisk R to SCP) M Foul L DC Foul LF 1/2, MS COM & MS small step, C1 L to R, Sd R DC Foul LF 1/2, Sd L COM small step, C1 R to L.

11  (Open Telemark) M Foul L DC & MS COM & MS small step, C1 L to R, Sd R DC Foul LF, MS COM & MS small step, C1 L to R, Sd R DC Foul LF, MS COM & MS small step, C1 L to R, Sd R DC Foul LF, MS COM & MS small step, C1 L to R, Sd R DC Foul LF.

12  (Mann) M Foul R DC Foul LF 1/2, Sd L, WC & C1 R to L (End CP/LORD)

13-16

IMPETUS; WEAVE 6; FEATHER CP;

13  (Open Impetus) M L Foul LF to LF Foul R to LF R, MS COM & MS small step, C1 L to R, Sd R DC Foul LF 1/2, Sd L COM & MS small step, C1 L to R, Sd R DC Foul LF, MS COM & MS small step, C1 L to R, Sd R DC Foul LF.

16  (Feather) M Foul L R,L  to CP/LORD

PART A

1-4

2 LF TURNS, 2 SD CLOSES; SC CLOSE & SD TURN TO SCAR;

1-2  (LF Turn) Repeat Moves 1-2 Part C & to CP/Wolf.

3-4  Sd L, C1 R to L, Sd L COM L, C1 R to L, Sd L COM, Sd L COM, (End of SC/LORD)